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Alarm Monitoring Station Software
in Multiple Languages
Comon Professionals, experienced in Alarm Monitoring
Station Consultancy, has provided A-traq software
installations in various languages throughout the world.
Alarm stations using the right-to-left characters now
can benefit from this user friendly, intelligent and
effective solution.

A-traq has been downloaded by
over 2,000 people!
A-traq has been downloaded from
more than 12 Countries
Online Trial, Quotation, Purchase,
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One of the most complex central monitoring stations
throughout the globe in Muscat - Oman, was renewed
by A-traq Monitoring Solutions. The system includes
two stations, one as primary and one as backup. The
primary station has two databases, one in Arabic (Right
to Left) and one in English. The operator evaluates
the alarm in Arabic meanwhile A-traq RAIN module
produces reports in English. This is an excellent
feature for preparing monthly reports for English
speaking alarm station clients. A-traq won the bid and
was selected among other software due to its advantage
of flexibility and the short time-frame of implementation
in the CMS governed by the Police force of Muscat.
Another monitoring solution is installed in Iran in Persian.
Again, all screens and reports in HTML are from
right-to-left. A-traq is a unique solution for Alarm
Stations using right-to-left orientation.
Users can define, select and modify languages on their
own. Alarm Stations have the liberty to select the terms
and words they would like to use on the software. Atraq is now available in preset languages such as:
Spanish, German, Japanese, Chinese (Simple and
Traditional), Portuguese, Italian, Dutch, Norwegian,
Russian, French etc.

Registration, Partnership system:
www.a-traq.com

DOWNLOAD
AND TRY A-TRAQ
www.a-traq.com
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BECOME A COMON PROFESSIONALS PARTNER

There is a great opportunity for companies that wish to distribute

and support A-traq software! Our partners operate exclusively for
the defined regions and generate revenue from licenses and services.
There are two major partner programs:
I-PARTNER
(The Integrator Partner)
Companies that wish to resell
A-traq to Alarm Monitoring Stations
in their region will benefit from
Comon Professionals Partner
Training and exclusive rights to
resell A-traq. Official partners will
earn quarterly commissions from
sold module licenses, and provide
their clients (end users) support and
maintenance services. These
service fees will be collected by the
partner.

B-PARTNER
(The Bundle Partner)
This program is prepared mainly
for manufacturers. For example,
companies that produce Alarm
Receivers may distribute A-traq
bundle CD with their devices.
Partner earns quarterly
commissions for those clients that
have licensed A-traq online using
the bundle CD. Bundle partner is
not responsible for Support or
maintenance in this program,
however the same partner may
apply for I-PARTNER program also.

Simple and Direct Partner
Operation
A-traq licenses are obtained
online. System expires automatically
upon payment deficiencies.
Comon International Database
Tracks all Partners and End Users
licensing and commission
information online.
Potential Customer information
downloading the Demo Software is
shared with the regional partner.
Partners do not have to worry
about Software Piracy issues since
A-traq uses online activation and
secure license control.
All recent versions of A-traq
modules are securely available
online and very easy to setup.

DOWNLOAD
AND TRY A-TRAQ
www.a-traq.com

Sanatcilar Sitesi 26B Block No:B2 Tarabya 34457 Istanbul, Turkey
T +90 212 299 94 66 (pbx) F +90 212 299 94 69 E helpdesk@a-traq.com

